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Please read this guide in its entirety before starting calibration.

Option 1: Manual Adjustment of Factory Calibration - SDR Only
Simple manual adjustments to the SDR factory calibration can be made using the Luminance, RGB 
Gain, and RGB Bias settings on the Color Menu of the monitor. Additional manual adjustments can be 
made using the Chroma, Brightness, and Contrast knobs on the front of the monitor. 

Option 2: Volumetric Calibration Using LightSpace or CalMAN
Both LightIllusion and Portrait Displays have committed to offering direct LUT upload capabilities for XM 
Series monitors. These direct integrations, once available, should greatly simplify volumetric calibration 
of XM series monitors. Specific direct integration guides will be made available once these capabilities 
are publicly released by the respective software companies. In the meantime, generic overviews for 
using the current capabilities of LightSpace or CalMAN for calibration are provided below.

Before starting calibration with either system please set all gain, bias, and rotary knob controls back to 
default. Next, decide whether you will calibrate for Normal or Advanced Mode on the monitor. 

In Normal Mode 6 LUT positions are accessible as follows:
Front DIT 1D LUT -> DIT 3D LUT -> Post DIT 1D LUT-> Front Calibration 1D LUT -> Calibration 3D 
LUT-> Post Calibration 1D LUT

In Normal Mode all 1D LUTs are 4096 entry point using 12bit values in the Flanders.lut format and all
3D LUTs are 17x17x17.cube format using only the header LUT_3D_SIZE 17.

The DIT LUT positions should be used for technical transforms or look LUTs, calibration LUTs should
normally only be stored in the Calibration LUT positions.

In Advanced Mode 3 LUT positions are accessible as follows:
Front Calibration 1D LUT -> Calibration 3D LUT -> Post Calibration 1D LUT

In Advanced Mode all 1D LUTs are 4096 entry point using 12bit values in the Flanders.lut format and
the 3D LUT is 33x33x33.cube format using only the header LUT_3D_SIZE 33.

Please note that saving in 33x33x33.cube format for use in Advanced Mode may currently require the 
full versions of CalMAN or LightSpace. FSI specific versions initially designed for use with FSI’s HD 
resolution monitors may not be able to export in 33x33x33.cube format. Similarly, your calibration appli-
cation, depending on license type, may not export in 17x17x17.cube format, but rather just 17x17x17.
cfe. If exporting as .cfe you simply need to change the file extension to .cube and then it will be accept-
ed by the monitor.

Use the LUT MODE selection on the monitor’s COLOR menu to confirm Normal or Advanced Mode 
operation. Next, set the COLOR SYSTEM selection on the monitor’s COLOR menu to match the appli-
cation you are using: LightSpace or CalMAN. Then set the GAMUT selection on the monitor to match 
the color space you plan on calibrating for (e.g. Rec709, P3, etc.)
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The last monitor menu selection to consider is the range selection. The RANGE SELECTION on th  
monitor should be set to match the output range of your test pattern generator source. For example, if 
using Resolve as your test pattern generator and if you are using Resolve in Video Range the monitor 
should also be set to Video Range. A mismatch between your test pattern generator output range and 
your monitor’s range setting will lead to an incorrect calibration result.

Pre-Calibration Steps

A warm-up period of 1 hour is suggested. To warm-up the monitor we suggest playing alternating full 
screen frames of White, Red, Green, and Blue. 

Connect the display’s ethernet port to your local network. The display will obtain an IP address via 
DHCP. Connect to the monitor using the FSI IP Remote Utility using the IP address noted above. Load 
unity LUTs into the LUT positions you plan on calibrating. This effectively bypasses the LUT position 
allowing you to profile for that desired LUT slot. If you do not already have these unity LUTs you may 
either request them form FSI support or generate them on your own in LightSpace. To generate a unity 
LUT in LightSpace select File->New, then export in the desired format. For most calibration scenarios 
you will use one of the available Calibration 3D LUT slots (e.g Rec709) and potentially also the corre-
sponding Post 1D Calibration slot.

In both LightSpace and CalMAN there are a large number of potential user defined variables including 
but not limited to what test pattern generator will be used, whether the user will calibrate just the 3D 
LUT or if the user will calibrate both 3D and 1D LUT, how many test patches will be measured, and what 
type of probe will be used. A sample LightSpace and sample CalMAN workflow are described below, 
but there are many valid variations on these processes. Most of the variations follow the same basic 
steps so the workflows described below should be useful to all users, but if you have questions specific 
to your workflow please feel free to contact Support@FlandersScientific.com for assistance.

Sample LightSpace Workflow (Resolve as TPG, Probe CR100, Normal LUT Mode, 3D LUT only)

Start DaVinci Resolve and create a new timeline. There must be content in your timeline before starting 
calibration.

Verify that the monitor is receiving a signal from Resolve then click on the Color Tab in Resolve.

Click on the Workspace menu in Resolve. Select Monitor Calibration. Select LightSpace. A popup dia-
log in Resolve will request an IP address, which can be found once you start LightSpace.

Start LightSpace and click on the network manager icon. In the Network Manager window click on en-
able and then take note of the IP address listed. Enter the IP address in Resolve and press Connect.

With the CR100 connected return to LightSpace and click on the tools menu.

Select Discoverable Probes and click on Colorimetry Research CR-100 as your calibration probe. Make 
sure that Virtual Probe is not selected. Next click on the Display Characterization icon in Lightspace.
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Then select 17x17x17 profile as your profile size. If you are short on time we suggest you use Light-
Space’s Quick Profile capability instead of a smaller display characterization. For XM311K HDR calibra-
tion please use the Grey Only Large Quick Profile selection.

In the Display Characterization window select Options. Make sure the CR100 serial number is listed at 
top of the options window. Set Extra Delay Time to 1.0 Seconds.

To Sync CR100 set Sync Frequency to Manual and select Probe Calibration. Follow the prompt and 
click Ok. It may be advisable to type in a custom number here based on your source frame rate and 
the specific display technology being calibrated, contact FSI support if you have questions about this 
selection. 

Under Calibration Settings, select the correct calibration matrix that is stored on the CR100. Then press 
Ok.

Next place your CR100 probe at the center of the monitor and press the Measure button in the Display 
Characterization window. A dialog window will ask you to give your profile a name. Select something 
easily identifiable and press OK to begin the profiling process.

Once your profile completes select the Convert Colour Space icon.

In the Convert Colour Space window enter your desired LUT name in the NAME field.

From the source dialog select your target colour space from the colour space dropdown menu (e.g. 
Rec709). From the destination dialog select your calibration profile name entered in step 10. Then click 
create new to generate your calibration LUT.

Click on File -> Export and select FlandersScientific17.cfe (this assumes Normal LUT Mode) as your 
export format, then click export. Once your file is saved change the file extension from .cfe to .cube. Us-
ing the FSI IP Remote Utility load this Calibration 3D LUT into the desired calibration slot (e.g Rec709), 
typically taking the place of the unity LUT loaded in the pre-calibration process. 

Sample CalMAN Workflow (Resolve as TPG, Advanced LUT Mode, 3D+1D LUT)

Start DaVinci Resolve and create a new timeline. There must be content in your timeline before starting 
calibration.

Verify that the monitor is receiving a signal from Resolve then click on the Color Tab in Resolve.

Click on the Workspace menu in Resolve. Select Monitor Calibration. Select CalMAN. A popup dialog 
in Resolve will request an IP address, which can be found once you start CalMAN.

In CalMAN open the Color Cube 3D LUT workflow.
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Connect CalMAN to DaVinci Resolve as your pattern generator source. Make sure your test pattern
generator source is set to the same range as your monitor. For example, if the monitor is set to Video
Range (64-940) then set source (e.g. Resolve) to Video Range as well.

In CalMAN click on the gear icon in the upper right hand corner of the interface. Click on the Workflow
Basic options and set colorspace target values to your desired target. From this same dialog set Lu-
minance Levels to PC 0-255. Do not select Video Levels, even if Resolve and the monitor are set to
Video Levels, as this will build the 3D LUT incorrectly. When using Resolve as your TPG source the
0-255 value range selected here will still be scaled to 16-235 appropriately by Resolve for test patch 
generation.

If building a new 1D and 3D LUT proceed directly to the 1D ramp LUT procedure in the 3D Color
Cube LUT workflow. If only building a new 3D LUT skip the 1D ramp LUT procedure and proceed
directly to the 3D LUT procedure.

From the 1D ramp LUT procedure select the AutoCal button. Select Flanders LUT 4906 entry (12bit),
LUT value range 0-4095 (12bit), and save as R709-1D or some other easy to identify name. Make 
sure to save this LUT to an easy to find location on your computer. Once the 1D LUT is created use 
the FSI IP Remote Utility to upload the 1D LUT in to the desired Post 1D Calibration LUT position (e.g 
Rec709). Typically this is the same position where you loaded the 1D Unity LUT in the pre-calibration 
process.

Next select 3D Cube LUT from left side and hit AutoCal icon. Select the Common .cube format, output
cube size as 33side with 12bit bit depth. Set calibration type to IR profile point based, 5000 points.
Once profile is complete switch back to the IP Remote Utility and load the generated 3D Cube to de-
sired 3D Calibration LUT position (e.g Rec709). Typically this is the same position where you loaded 
the 3D Unity LUT in the pre-calibration process.

If you are short on time you may want to try the Lightning LUT option instead of IR profile point based.

Additional Considerations

Please verify you are running the latest firmware on your monitor before starting calibration.

For HDR calibration of the XM311K please use LightSpace CMS and select a Grey Only Large Quick 
Profile as your calibration type.

CalMAN does not currently support 3D LUT based calibration to PQ HDR targets so 3D LUT based 
calibration in CalMAN should be limited to SDR applications at this time.

If you are using an XM OLED and plan to run the Clear Panel Noise function we suggest doing so be-
fore calibration.
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In some scenarios it may be advisable or necessary to run the AWB process with the CR100 before 
starting calibration with LightSpace or CalMAN. On XM311K, XM551U, XM650U, and XM651U moni-
tors the AWB process sets baseline luminance response of the display. AWB may be necessary when 
updating from some older firmware builds to a more recent version. AWB may also be advisable if a 
display has drifted or aged a good deal since its last AWB routine. If you are unsure about whether run-
ning AWB is advisable or necessary please contact FSI support for further advice. 

Questions? E-mail: Support@FlandersScientific.com  or Call: +1.678.835.4934


